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1. Introduction In order to understand the principles underlying the HOP, we first need to 
determine which generalizations and constraints governing the HOP observed so far need to be 
captured. The Final-over-Final Constraint/Condition (FOFC) (cf. successive versions by 
Biberauer/ Holmberg/ Roberts (BHR) over the last decade), figuring among the mid-level 
generalizations at the conference Generative Syntax in the 21st Century: The Road Ahead 
(Athens May 2015 https://blogg.uit.no/psv000/category/linguistics/road-ahead), is argued here 
not to be among the generalizations to be accounted for, both for theoretical and empirical 
reasons. Nor is crosscategorial harmony in general, irrespective of the nature assigned to it 
(syntactic universal or extralinguistic/cognitive constraint, pace Leivada 2020). 
While the FOFC is presented as a “syntactic universal, an automatic consequence of how some 
of the most fundamental operations in syntax and morphology/phonology interact” (Sheehan et 
al. 2017: 3) (hence observable to and acquirable by the child learner), it is in fact based on cross-
categorial harmony generalizations accessible only to the linguist. It is a refined version of  the 
Head Parameter and a relativized¸ non-absolute version of cross-categorial harmony, insofar as 
not all disharmonic configurations displaying different head directionalities are ruled out:  
    Final-over-Final Condition (Biberauer 2017: 190, (5)) 
    “A head-final phrase αP cannot dominate a head-initial phrase βP where α and β  
     are heads in the same extended projection (cf. BHR 2014).”  
While a head-initial projection can either dominate a head-initial or a head-final projection, a 
head-final projection can only dominate another head-final projection. In order to account for 
the myriad of counter examples to this claim, certain heads/projections are stipulated not to 
“count” for the FOFC.  
The present talk first discusses the conceptual problems of the FOFC and highlights its internal 
contradictions. It then presents in detail the Mandarin Chinese head-final split CP (dominating 
a head-initial TP) and shows that  there is no way to make it “FOFC-compliant”. These (and 
other) data from Chinese thus add to the evidence from other languages likewise challenging 
the empirical basis of the FOFC. As a result, the FOFC is at best a “statistical universal”, on a 
par with Greenberg’s (1963) cross-categorial generalizations (CCG), not a component of the 
synchronic grammar constraining the HOP. 
 
2. The irrelevance of typology for grammatical theory  
(=  title of chapter 3 in Newmeyer 2005: 103) 
2.1. Whitman’s (2008) classification of Greenberg’s (1963) universals  
Like Newmeyer (2005), Whitman (2008) rejects the head parameter as part of universal 
grammar. He goes a step further and argues that Greenberg’s (1963) universals in fact must be 
subdivided into three different classes of generalizations, only two of which are indeed potential 
universals and thus contrast with the third group, i.e. cross-categorial correlations (CCG): 
(1) Constituent order generalizations (universals) 
 a. Cross-categorial generalizations reference the internal properties of  
      two or more categories irrespective of their relationship in a particular structure. 
 b. Hierarchical generalizations describe the relative position of two or more categories 
      in a single structure. 
 c. Derivational generalizations describe the relative position of two or more categories 
      at the end of a syntactic derivation. (Whitman 2008: 234, (1a-c), underlining mine) 
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N.B. Whitman (2008: 235) ad hierarchical universal [emphasis mine]: 
“I have defined hierarchical and derivational universals in (1b-c)  in such a way that the latter 
are actually a subcase of the former. In practice, I will restrict hierarchical universals to cases 
where underlying constituent order is key to explaining Greenberg’s generalizations.” 
 
2.1.1. Cross-categorial correlations 
Among the 25 syntactic generalizations proposed by Greenberg (1963: 110–113), 14 involve 
cross-categorial correlations, as exemplified by universals 3 and 4. 
 
(2) a. Universal 3 
   Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional 
 
 b. Universal 4 
   With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency, languages with 
   normal SOV order are postpositional. 
 
Irrespective of whether they present themselves as statistical (with overwhelmingly greater than 
chance frequency) or as absolute (always), the crucial property of cross-categorial correlations 
underlying the concept of cross-categorial harmony is that they “reference the internal 
properties of two or more categories irrespective of their relationship in a particular structure” 
(Whitman 2008: 234). The underlying assumption is that cross-categorial correlations – based 
on the comparison of languages – enable the linguist to predict properties from the basic word 
order type itself, without e.g. ever having encountered any adposition in the language at hand.. 
It is this characteristic that makes it impossible for the child to know about and hence to acquire 
cross-categorial correlations. Furthermore, increasing the sample of languages examined leads 
to their invalidation; WALS has fourteen OV languages with prepositions and forty-two VO 
languages with postpostions, thus adding to the one counter-example cited by Greenberg (1963: 
103) himself (cf. Whitman 2008: 238). 
 If cross-categorial correlations are not part of the synchronic grammar to be acquired by 
a child, how can we then explain their relative statistic weight? According to Whitman (2008), 
the key to this statistical predominance is to be found in language change (itself subject to 
contingency). More precisely, if languages consistently reanalyse adpositions from verbs, we 
obtain prepositions for VO languages and postpositions for OV languages, the adpositions 
maintaining the hierachical relation between head and complement of their verbal source (cf. 
Whitman’s 2000 Conservancy of structure constraint). However, if adpositions are reanalysed 
from both verbs (head-initial) and nouns (head-final), as in the case of Chinese, we obtain a 
“mixed” category adposition with prepositions and postpositions.  
 Visibly, reanalyses from a verbal source are common enough across time and languages 
to have been noted as a typological tendency since Greenberg (1963). Accordingly, cross-
categorial harmony when observable  is a linguistic phenomenon and not due to extralinguistic, 
cognitive factors (pace Leivada 2020, Grohmann & Leivada 2020). On the other hand, 
reanalyses from non-verbal sources are attested as well, as witnessed by the “exceptions” to 
cross-categorial harmony; the simple fact that these “exceptions” increase with the number of 
languages examined in typological surveys puts forward the fundamentally statistical nature of 
cross-categorial harmony. This is precisely what we observe in the case of Chinese: since 
Chinese was not included in the language sample on the basis of which (most of) these 
correlations were established, it is not surprising that many of them do not hold for Chinese, 
such as the association of VO languages with exclusively sentence-initial complementisers. 
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2.1.2. Hierarchical generalizations  
Universals 1 and 14 are the only cases in Greenberg (1963) that illustrate a hierarchical 
generalization: 
 
(3) a. Universal 1 
    In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is  
    always one in which the subject precedes the object. 
 
 b. Universal 14 
   In conditional statements, the conditional clause precedes the conclusion  
   as the normal order in all languages. 
 
While these universals are formulated in terms of linear order, they can be transposed into a 
hierarchical structure. “Universal 1 follows, at an appropriate level of representation, if (i) 
subjects originate in the specifier of a projection that contains the object and (ii) specifiers 
always precede their heads, as in (2) [= (4)]” (Whitman 2008: 235): 
 
(4)  [S Specifiers [VP precede heads and complements]] 
 
Likewise, the conditional clause occupies a higher position than the consequent clause, when 
at an appropriate level of representation conditionals are generated in the specifier position of 
a projection that contains the consequent clause: 
 
(5) [S If conditionals are specifiers of S’ [S they precede the consequent]] 
 (Whitman 2008: 235, [3]) 
 
As emphasized by Whitman (2008: 235), the notion of “appropriate level of representation” is 
important here, because as is well-known, universals 1 and 14 do not hold as absolute universals 
about surface order across languages; they are shown, though, to be accurate as generalizations 
about underlying constituent order (f. Whitman 2008: 248-251). 
 The notion of “appropriate level of representation” is also crucial for derivational 
generalizations, where the relative position between two categories is obtained as the result of 
movement, as exemplified in universal 6: 
 
2.1.3. Derivational generalizations 
(6) Universal 6 
 All languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative  
 or as the only alternative order. 
 
Positing an underlying SVO order, VSO is derived by verb raising over the subject. The 
alternative order SVO mentioned by Greenberg is expected in contexts where verb raising is 
blocked, e.g. in non-finite clauses. Universal 6 thus reflects the mapping between two levels of 
representation which may or may not involve movement. 
 Whitman (2008) sheds a new light on the universals proposed by Greenberg (1963) and 
demonstrates their heterogeneity. Only hierarchical generalizations (Universals 1 and 14) and 
derivational generalizations turn out to be potential universals, hence “true candidates for 
principles of synchronic grammar” (p. 233), whereas CCGs are the result of language change 
and hence of a statistical nature. Accordingly, cross-categorial harmony presents a statistical 
tendency (observable for the linguist in crosslinguistic comparison); it is not a principle of 
grammar to be acquired by the child learner. 
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2.2. Whitman (et al.) on the FOFC 
 
Djamouri/Paul/Whitman (2013: 94): 
“The FOFC proposed by Holmberg (2000) and developed by Biberauer, Holmberg, and Roberts 
(2008b, 2009, 2010 [published 2014 in LI]) rules out certain combinations of head-final and 
head initial order across categories, but it is stated (and motivated) as a derivational 
generalization. The FOFC rules out a specific subtype of disharmony: the case where a head-
initial phrase α is immediately dominated by a head-final phrase β, where α and β are 
nondistinct in categorical features (Biberauer, Holmberg, and Roberts 2010).” (emphasis mine)  
 
Whitman & Ono (2017: 44): 
Commenting on Universal 3: Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional, 
they again emphasize that in CCGs,  
“[…] this relationship is claimed to hold regardless of any relationship between clauses and PP. 
They continue with a thought experiment: 
“If, however, there existed a hypothetical language with a relation between clauses and PPs 
such that PPs are head-initial when generated internal to the clause, but head-final when 
extracted from the clause, then it might be possible to appeal to some aspect of the syntactic 
derivation to account for the constituent order. While no such language exists, this appeal to 
syntactic derivation is precisely the strategy adopted by Biberauer et al. (2014) in the 
statement of their Final-Over-Final Constraint (FOFC): although the FOFC is a constraint on 
constituent order, it applies to the word order properties of one constituent embedded within 
another; Biberauer et al. are thus able to appeal to the derivational relationship between the 
two constituents to explain the word order facts.  
In general, however, this kind of strategy is not available to explain the kinds of 
crosscategorial generalizations stated by Greenberg. To take an additional example, 
Greenberg’s Universal 2 refers to the internal constituent order of PPs and NPs: 
    Universal 2. In languages with prepositions, the genitive almost always follows 
    the governing noun, while in languages with postpositions it almost always 
    precedes. (Greenberg 1963: 78) 
Universal 2 is obviously designed to state a generalization about NPs and PPs as independent  
categories, not about, for example, PPs inside NP.” […] 
“From an empirical standpoint, the plausibility of crosscategorial generalizations or principles 
attempting to capture them such as the Head Parameter as components of Universal Grammar 
has been undermined by the discovery that all purely crosscategorial (that is, non-
derivational) generalizations of this type appear to be statistical (Dryer 1998; Whitman 2008). 
They all have exceptions.” 
(Whitman & Ono 2017: 45, emphasis mine; first paragraph slightly reformulated after 
discussion with John Whitman) 
 
The following statement by Biberauer (2017: 190) that the FOFC is a hierarchical universal 
in Whitman’s (2008) sense thus goes against the letter and the spirit of Whitman (2008, 
2013), Whitman et al. (2013, 2017) (cf. citations above).  
“[…] particles more generally do not constitute a threat to the universality of FOFC, 
interpreted  (i) as a hierarchical universal (i.e. a constraint on permissible narrow-syntax/ 
narrow-syntax-internal phrase structure configurations; see Whitman 2008), and (ii) as a 
constraint that is relativized to extended projections in the manner stated in (5) [where (5) is 
the FOFC itself (!), WP].” (Biberauer 2017: 190; emphasis mine) 
(Also cf. Leivada (2020: 368) for the ad hoc stipulations added to the definition of FOFC 
which precisely exempt FOFC-violating structures from being subject to the FOFC.) 
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3. The inherently flawed nature of WALS and head directionality 
Evidently, for BHR it would be necessary that the FOFC be a hierarchical or derivational 
universal in Whitman’s (2008) sense. But it is the statistical CCGs and their extensions in 
WALS that the FOFC is based on and draws its main legitimation from. In addition, the 
information concerning head directionality in WALS is inherently flawed and cannot serve as 
evidence for their purposes. There are no data points for the functional categories mentioned in 
FOFC; the vague semantic labels not only mix heads and non-heads, but often also include non-
words, i.e. affixes. 
This is the case for  the category complementiser which does not figure among the features 
included in WALS. Instead, one has to fall back on feature 92a “polar question particle” and 
feature 94a “adverbial subordinator”, where polar question particles might in fact comprise 
interrogative force heads. However, a closer scrutiny of the languages included under feature 
92a betrays some serious problems and raises doubts as to the utility of the data given by 
WALS in general. More precisely, an extremely well-studied and easily accessible language 
such as French sees itself classified among languages marking polar questions with sentence-
initial “particles” such as the Australian language Mokilese or !Xóõ (Southern Khoisan, 
Bhotswana), thus presenting the “mirror image” of Chinese with the sentence-final yes/no 
question ma. The “particle” alluded to is est-ce que ‘is it that’ (cf. Dryer 2008a), whose 
analysis as a particle is maintained despite Dryer’s acknowledging the “original” composite 
status of est-ce que (‘verb plus demonstrative plus complementiser’). Given the existence of 
the corresponding negated form ‘n’est-ce pas que + clause’, indicating that the copula in est-
ce que is clearly identifiable as such, the analysis of est-ce que as a particle, i.e. as an X° 
whose sub-components are opaque to syntactic operations, is at least controversial. And even 
if one granted that point, the presentation in WALS completely glosses over the well-known 
fact that est-ce que also occurs in wh-questions and is then preceded by the wh-phrase. In 
other words, the alleged particle est-ce que is neither always sentence-initial nor does it 
exclusively serve to form yes/no questions. Accordingly, its description as a sentence-initial 
polar question particle appears patently inadequate. (For discussion of est-ce que, cf. Munaro 
and Pollock 2005.) The fact that such a misleading analysis is proposed for a well-known 
language such as French is quite disturbing and casts doubt on the accuracy of analyses in the 
case of languages where only second hand knowledge via consulting grammars is available.  
     Concerning adverbial subordinator, it is a cover term for different categories: clause 
selecting prepositions in English (after, before ) complementiser in English (that, if) and case 
suffixes (cf. example 12  of feature 94a by Dryer in WALS). Accordingly, statistics for 
adverbial subordinator cannot be taken as indicating the distribution of C (pace Sheehan et al.  
2017: 16-17: “In sum, the absence (or extreme rarity) of VO…C orders crosslinguistically is 
the second piece of evidence for FOFC.”).  
     The fact that WALS in its correlation pairs often does not take into account grammatical 
items, i.e. overt FC such as ‘s, of etc. leads to completely wrong results for head 
directionality. For example, John’s book counts as ‘genitive noun’ expected to pattern with O 
V (via N and V being the relevant heads), whereas in reality we have a head-initial DP here. 
The same holds for the DP in Japanese, where since Greenberg (1963) Japanese has been 
known as the rigid subtype of OV languages, on the ground of its pervasive cross-categorial 
harmony with respect to head-finality. The OV order is said to be paralleled by the existence 
of postpositions (to the exclusion of prepositions), by the sentence-final position of question 
particles and by the order ‘XP (no) noun’ where XP includes modifiers, complement clauses 
and relative clauses. Both in Greenberg (1963) and in WALS, the conditioned presence of no 
is neglected (cf. David Gil in https://wals.info/chapter/60: genitive and adjectives are in-
correctly said to be “collapsed”. In reality, Japanese should be in the “highly differentiated” 
category).  
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(7a) kuroi (*no) boosi 
 black    D°  hat 
 ‘a black hat’ 
 
(7b) Erika  *(no)  boosi 
 Erika     D°   hat 
 ‘Erika’s hat’ 
 
(8) [DP yuubokumin [D’[D no] [nP tyuubokumin  [n’[DP tosi [D’ no  [NP ttosi hakai]]]]]]] 
   nomad       D°                     city   D°       destruction 
   ‘the nomads’ destruction of the city’    (Whitman 2001: 85, [14]) 
 
However, as argued for in Whitman (2001), the item no is best analysed as realizing the 
functional category Determiner taking the NP complement to its right. As a consequence, the 
nominal projection in Japanese is mixed, displaying a head-final NP (adjective + Noun) and a 
(recursive) head-initial DP. The pervasive cross-categorial harmony postulated for Japanese 
thus does not exist to the extent assumed so far; on the contrary, in addition to no, the projection 
headed by the nominative ga turns out to be head-initial as well (cf. Whitman 2001). 
In fact, the same holds for the nominal projection in Chinese. When examined more closely, 
the so-called subordinator de turns out to be an instantiation of different functional heads on 
the nominal spine, among them light n and Determiner (cf. Paul 2017). Accordingly, only the 
(lexical domain) NP is head-final in Chinese, as evidenced by modification without de as in 
(9a-b) (cf. Paul 2005, 2010); the projections headed by de, however, are head-initial: 
 
(9a). yī jiàn [NP zāng/ gānjìng  yīfu]    
 1  CL     dirty/ clean   dress 
 ‘a dirty/clean dress’ 
 
(9b) yī zhāng [NP mùtóu  zhuōzi]  
 1  CL      wood  table 
 ‘a wooden table’ 
 
(10) yī jiàn [DeP [[AP tèbié            zāng/gānjìng] de]  yīfu] 
 1  CL        particularly  dirty/ clean  DE  dress 
 ‘a particularly dirty/clean dress’ 
 
(11) [DP  [TP nǐ      jìlái Øi ]  de]   xìni ] 
             2SG  send         DE   letter 
 ‘ the letter you sent’ 
 
(12) [DP Zhāngsān [D’ de [nP Lǐsì [n’ de [NP zhàopiàn ]]]]] 
       Zhangsan      DE      Lisi     DE      photograph 
 ‘Zhangsan’s photograph(s) of Lisi’  [not: ‘Lisi’s photograph(s) of Zhangsan’]  
 
(13) [DP[rel.cl. Wǒmen tíchūlái] de [nP [compl.clause míngtiān qù bù qù]  de   [NP wèntí ]]] 
          1PL    mention DE                          tomorrow go NEG go  DE         question 
    ‘the question we raised whether to go there tomorrow or not’ (Fu 1987) 
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(13) also illustrates the rigid order between clausal complements of N and relative clauses (cf. 
Fu Jingqi 1987: 167), a fact reinterpreted here as the requirement for clausal complements to 
be merged in nP, not in higher DePs: 
 
(14a)  Méi rén       tīng [DeP [rel.cl. gāng tí ] [De' de [nP [compl.cl. xiān chī fàn ] [n' de jiànyì]]]] 
     NEG person listen              just raise     DE                       first eat food    DE suggestion 
     ‘Nobody listens to the suggestion just made to eat first.’ (cf. Fu 1987: 167) 
 
(14b) * méi   rén       tīng   [compl.cl. xiān chī fàn ] de [rel.cl. gāng tí ]  de jiànyì 
   NEG person listen            first eat food   DE        just raise DE suggestion 
 
(15) [DPshoubiao [DPgege [DPzhangfu tā    jiějie (de) yuánlái de zhàngfu ] de gēgē ] de shǒubiǎo] 
                     3SG sister  DE  former  DE husband  DE brother DE watch 
  ‘the watch of [the brother of [his sister’s former husband]]’ 
 
Does this new analysis reduce the cross-categorial disharmony between the head-initial VP and 
the nominal projection in Chinese, given that now only the lexical domain NP is head-final? Or 
is cross-categorial (dis)harmony measured between lexical categories only, to the exclusion of 
functional categories, given the crucial role of the concept of verb patterner? Evidently, 
grammatical models using a large array of functional categories must raise and answer these 
questions before adducing as evidence statistical tendencies from WALs, in order to know 
whether there exists a(ny) tertium comparationis. The preceding discussion where a few 
phenomena were examined in detail and compared to their treatment in WALS does not leave 
much room for optimism.  
 To summarize, taking into account functional categories in addition to lexical categories 
often results in quite a different picture, not only because correlations were initially established 
between the verb and other, exclusively lexical categories, but especially because taking into 
account functional categories amounts to introducing the notion of hierarchy, contrasting with 
the purely linear approach adopted in WALS. However, the major problem with data bases like 
WALS is not so much their being too “superficial”, “surfacy”; on the contrary, the cross-
categorial correlations obtained are often precisely not made on the basis of surface, but by 
systematically glossing over grammatical items such as the different heads on the D-spine  
(‘s, no and de) in English, Japanese and Chinese discussed here. 
 
2.4. Wrap-up 
The FOFC is NOT a principle of synchronic grammar, but a refined version of the Head 
parameter capturing a kind of relativized cross-categorial harmony. It draws its main evidence 
from CCGs which have been shown to be of a statistical nature and where each member of a 
correlation pair is taken in isolation, not within the same structure. The system-inherent 
problems outlined for WALS further weaken the FOFC, because WALS is its major source of 
“evidence”. The FOFC must therefore be rejected as invalid both on theoretical and empirical 
grounds.  
In fact, any approach postulating as a true universal a principle of synchronic grammar that is 
based on head-directionality is doomed to failure. This also holds for the more “absolute” 
precursor of FOFC, i.e. Haider’s (2000) Basic branching constraint (BBC) (cf. Haider 2020), 
which only allows for head-initial functional projections: 
(16) Basic branching constraint (BBC):  
“(Extended) projections are endocentric and rightbranching, that is, the phrasal nodes on the 
projection line are always on the right-hand side of the projection (i.e. following a sister node).” 
(Haider 2000: 48; Haider 2020: 17, (13)). 
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Like the  FOFC, the BBC is based on CGGs in Greenberg (1963) and like the FOFC it adduces 
inter alia the non-existence of ‘VO C’ as a robust universal.  
(17a)  *[[Subj. [T° [V° complement]]] C°] 
(17b)  *[[ complement headL°]LP headF°]FP 

Haider 2020: 1-2, (2c), (4)) 
 
(17a) is precisely the structure attested in Chinese since 5th c. BC. 
 
3. The Chinese head-final split CP 
Chinese sentence-final particles (SFPs) as C-heads in a three-layered split CP dominating a 
consistently head-initial TP directly challenge the FOFC, and there is no way to make them 
“FOFC compliant” (pace Biberauer 2017: 190: “What I will aim to achieve […] is, first, to 
show that particles more generally do not constitute a threat to the universality of FOFC […]”.). 
They are full-fledged projecting and selecting functional heads with a complex feature make-
up, on a par with Cs in e.g. Indo-European languages. Like Cs in IE- languages, they have 
access to properties of TP (contra Cecchetto 2013). The split CP is attested since the 5th c. BC 
(cf. Djamouri et al. 2009; Djamouri & Paul 2019), against the backdrop of stable SVO order 
since the earliest documents from 13th c. BC. (cf. a.o. Chen Mengjia 1956, Djamouri 1988, 
2001; Shen Pei 1992; Paul 2015 and references therein). 
 
(18) The split root CP (cf. Paul & Yan 2022: 183, based on Paul 2009, 2014, 2015, ch. 7)  
  [For a more fine-grained picture, cf. Victor Junnan Pan 2015, 2019; Paul & Pan 2017] 
 
  [Attitude-CP [Force-CP [ClowP [TP NP  V NP] Clow° ] Force° ] Attitude°]]] 
 

C1 (Low C) C2 (Force) C3 (Attitude) 
le currently  
   relevant state 

baImp (advisative ba) a softening  
láizhe3 what did you just say? 

 
láizhe1 recent past 
 
ne1 continuing sit. 

baQconfirmation ei gentle reminder 
ma2 yes/no question 
 

ou impatience, surprise 
ma3 dogmatic assertion 
zhene intensifier  
ne3 exaggeration 

 (N.B. The semantic values indicated for each SFP can give a rough approximation only.) 
 
Importantly, there are several cases of homonymy between low C-heads and Attitude-heads. 
The two force heads ba, advisative ba (softening the imperative) and the confirmation seeking 
question ba, are likewise homonyms, but can be told apart by the associated semantics and 
sentence intonation. Finally, the yes/no question force head ma and the dogmatic assertion 
attitude head ma (where the speaker insists on her/his opinion) can be easily distinguished by 
the resulting interpretation and different intonational contours. 
  
3.1. Low CP 
3.1.1. The C-heads láizhe1, ne1, le as (non-default) anchors 
LOW Cs indicate whether the event in question holds at the speech time and/or whether it held 
before. With ne,  the event still holds at speech time and likewise held in the past (19a). With 
le, the event holds at speech time and did not hold in the past (19b). With láizhe the event held 
in the past and may or may not hold at speech time (with the latter as default case (19c) (cf. a.o. 
Zhu Dexi 1982, Paul & Yan 2022 and references therein).  
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Note that the SFPs are obligatory here, because unlike statives, activity predicates must bear 
aspect markers for a non-habitual, episodic reading (cf. Kong Lingda 1994, Sun Hongyuan 
2014). Otherwise, a low C is required (cf. Paul 2018), a fact not mentioned by Zhu Dexi (1982). 
 
(19) a. [ClowP [TP  Xià yǔ ]  ne                 Zhu Dexi (1982: 209) 
          fall rain  CLOW  
   ‘It’s (still) raining.’      (Zhu Dexi’s comment: It was raining before.) 
 
 b. Xià yǔ   le  
   fall rain  CLOW  
   ‘(Look), it’s raining (now).’   (Zhu Dexi’s comment: It didn’t rain before.) 
 
 c. Xià yǔ   láizhe 
   fall rain  CLOW  
   ‘It (just) rained.’      (Zhu Dexi’s comment: It rained a moment ago.) 
 
(19c) would be a felicitous answer to (20A): 
 
(20) A: Wàimiàn dì         zěnme shī      le? 
   outside ground    how  humid  CLOW 
   ‘How come the ground is humid outside?’ 
 
 B: Wàimiàn xià yǔ  láizhe. 
   outside    fall rain CLOW  
   ‘It (just) rained outside.’ [It no longer rains.] 
 
(21) Mén kāi   -zhe ne.       Nǐ   wèishénme qiāo   mén?   Zhu Dexi (1982: 209) 
 door open-IMP  CLOW  2SG why           knock door 
 ‘The door is (standing) open. Why do you knock?’ 
 
(21’) Mén kāi   -zhe ne.     [#Yuánlái guān-zhe.]  Nǐ   wèishénme qiāo   mén? 
 door open-IMP  CLOW    before     close-IMP         2SG why           knock door 
 ‘The door is (standing) open. [#‘(It) was closed before’]. Why do you knock?’ 
 
The eventuality holding now, i.e. state of standing open, already held in the past, as explicitly 
mentioned by Zhu Dexi (1982: 209). Hence the unfelicitous continuation in (21’). 
This contrasts with le in (22), as shown by Zhu’s comment enclosed in square brackets:  
 
(22) Mén kāi    le.       [Yuánlái guān-zhe.]  Wǒmen  jìnqù  ba. 
 door open  CLOW    before   close-IMP     1PL         enter  FORCE 
 ‘The door is open (now). [It was closed before.] Let’s go in.’ 
 
 Turning now to láizhe, we first illustrate (in a mini-dialogue) the default reading where 
the eventuality holding in the past no longer holds at the speech time. 
 
Context: A tells C that B just went to C’s office for some documents, but couldn’t get in. 
(23) C answers: Shì ma?     Mén kāi   -zhe láizhe, tā     wèishénme jìn   -bù-lái? 
                    be  FORCE  door open-IMP  CLOW  3SG  why            enter-NEG-come 
          ‘Is that so? The door was open, (so) why couldn’t he get in?’ 
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While in the default reading the eventuality holding in the past no longer holds at the speech 
time, it is not excluded for the eventuality to still hold at speech time; as a result, both 
continuations in (24) are felicitous: 
 
(24) Mén kāi   -zhe láizhe, xiànzài guān-shàng  -le    / xiànzài yě    kāi   -zhe  ne.        
 door open-IMP CLOW  now      close-ascend-PERF/ now     also  open-IMP  CLOW 
 ‘The door was (standing) open, now it’s closed/ and it’s still open now. 
 
The crucial differences between the three low Cs consist in whether the event holds at speech 
time or not and whether the event held before or not. For ne1, the event still holds at speech 
time and likewise held in the past. For le, the event holds at speech time and did not hold in the 
past. For láizhe, the event held in the past and may or may not hold at speech time (with the 
latter as default case). In joint ongoing work with Gillian Ramchand, this is taken to indicate 
that – roughly speaking – the low Cs are overt versions of the (non-default) anchor, the default 
anchor being NOW, a moment. Importantly, the low Cs themselves can not be analysed as 
aspect markers (pace a.o. Lin Tzong-hong 2015, Niina Zhang 2019, C.-T. James Huang 2022). 
 
3.1.2. Low Cs are not aspect markers nor do they “double” aspectual information 
3.1.2.1 Low C le 
The low C le has caused quite some confusion, due to its homonymy with the perfective aspect 
verb suffix -le . Although the distinctness of the SFP le and the aspectual suffix -le was 
established a long time ago (cf. a.o. Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 246, Teng Shou-hsin 1973, Marjorie 
K. M. Chan 1980, Li and Thompson 1981: 296, Zhu Dexi 1982), claims that both items 
instantiate one and the same category regularly make their reappearance in the literature. This 
seems particularly futile given the many cases provided in the literature where the aspectual 
suffix -le and the SFP le co-occur (cf. Paul 2015: 276-277 for further discussion): 
 
(25) a.  Wǒ zài  zhèr  zhù -le   wǔ  nián  le.     (Zhu Dexi 1982: 209) 
    1SG at  here  live -PERF  5   year  CLOW 
    ‘I have been living here for five years now.’ 
 
 b.  Wǒ zài  zhèr  zhù -le   wǔ nián. 
    1SG at  here  live -PERF  5  year 
    ‘I lived here for five years.’ 
 
Given that le relates the event to the speech time, (25a) with le unambiguously states that my 
living here still obtains at the speech time. By contrast, as pointed out by Zhu Dexi (1982: 209), 
(25b) without the SFP le implies my no longer living here. (For some speakers (25b) can be 
ambiguous and then also allows for the reading that I still live here, as in (25a).) 
  (26) illustrates that the meaning of a sentence with an SFP is derived in a clearly 
compositional way, with le as C having scope over the entire TP: 
 
(26) [ClowP[TopP  Nà       [Top’[TP wǒ jiù   bù  děng tā ] le ]]] 
         in.that.case      1SG then  NEG wait  3SG CLOW 
  ‘In that case I will no longer wait for him.’ 
 
Le signals that the proposition ‘I won’t wait for him’ obtains at the speech time (in the absence 
of any other reference time), which leads to ‘I will no longer wait for him’. 
  When an explicit reference time (different from the speech time) is provided (‘as soon as 
I rang the bell’), le relates the event to that time: 
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(27) [CPlow[TopP[TP Wǒ yī   ān   mén-líng] [Top’[TP tā  jiù   lái    kāi  mén] le]]] 
              1SG once ring  door-bell      3SG then  come  open door CLOW 
 ‘As soon as I rang the door bell, he came and opened the door.’  
 (slightly modified example from Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 799) 
Le has access to TP internal material and is sensitive to the properties of TP; le is incompatible 
with the adverb hái ‘still’ indicating that the eventuality already held in the past: 
 
(28a) [CPlow[TP Tā  zài        xiūxi]  le] 
               3SG PROGR  rest    CLOW 
  ‘He's having a rest (now).’ 
 
(28b) [CPlow[TP Tā   hái   zài       xiūxi]  ne   /  *le] 
               3SG still  PROGR  rest    CLOW/ CLOW 
 ‘He's still having a rest.’ 
 
3.1.2.2. Low C ne 
As shown by Shanshan Yan (2018: §3.2.2, §7.2.2), ne1 only allows for atelic activity predicates 
in the TP-complement (cf. (31a-c)), and excludes telic (cf. (29)) as well as stative predicates 
(i.e. stative verbs in (30b) and adjectives in (30a)): 
 
(29) a.  * [ClowP[TP Xiǎo Wáng líkāi   gōngchǎng] ne ]  
           Xiao Wang leave factory         CLOW 
     (‘Xiao Wang is leaving the factory.’) 
 
 b.  * Xiǎo Wáng xuéhuì   hànyǔ     ne. 
     Xiao Wang acquire  Chinese  CLOW 
     (‘Xiao Wang is acquiring/mastering Chinese.’) 
 
(30) a. Tā   hěn  cōngmíng   (*ne). 
   3SG very intelligent   CLOW 
   ‘She is bright.’ 
 
 b. Tā  hěn   xǐhuān  shùxué             (*ne  ). 
   3SG very like       mathematics     CLOW 
   ‘She likes mathematics.’ 
 
(31) a.  [ClowP[TP Xiǎo Wáng cānguān gōngchǎng] ne]  
          Xiao Wang visit       factory         CLOW 
    ‘Xiao Wang is visiting the factory.’ 
 
  b.  Xiǎo Wáng xuéxí  hànyǔ     ne. 
    Xiao Wang learn  Chinese  CLOW 
    ‘Xiao Wang is learning Chinese.’ 
 
 c.  Tā  zhèng zài    tiē  -zhe  biāoyǔ  (ne).      (Zhu Dexi 1982: 210) 
    3SG just   PROGR paste-IMP poster  CLOW 
    ‘He is pasting posters right now.’ 
 
The presence of the progressive aspect auxiliary zài in (31c) demonstrates that aspect as a verbal 
category is distinct from the low C ne. Importantly, ne in (31c) is optional, confirming our point 
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just made. This contrasts with (31a-b) where ne is obligatory, given the bare nature of the 
activity predicate. 
 
3.1.2.3. Low C láizhe  
Láizhe by default indicates that the event that held in the past no longer holds at speech time. 
Accordingly, láizhe is acceptable in (32a), where the adverb gāngcái ‘a moment ago’ explicitly 
locates the event in the past. This is the reason why le is excluded here, because it relates the 
event to the speech time.  
 
(32) a   [ClowP [TP Tā  gāngcái hái zài    bàngōngshì] láizhe /*le]  (Paul & Pan 2017: 58, (24)) 
             3SG just      still be.at   office         CLOW/ CLOW 
        ‘He was still in his office a moment ago [but has gone now].’ 
 
 b.  [ClowP[TP Xiǎo Wáng cānguān/*líkāi  gōngchǎng] láizhe] . 
           Xiao Wang  visit      /  leave factory         CLOW  
    ‘Xiao Wang visited/left the factory.’ 
 
 c.  Tā  yǐqián xǐhuān  wǒ  láizhe 
    3SG before like    1SG CLOW 
    ‘She liked me before.’ 
 
 d.  Tā    qùnián   hěn  pàng láizhe. 
    3SG  last.year very fat   CLOW 
    ‘He was overweight last year.’ 
 
As shown in (32b-d), láizhe, like ne, excludes telic activity predicates (cf. (32b)), but is 
compatible with stative predicates (cf. (22c-d)). 
 The approximate, “shorthand” characterization of láizhe as ‘recent past’ makes it very 
tempting to consider it as a genuine tense marker. This is, however, not correct. First, in a 
sentence with láizhe, the presence of (past) temporal adverbs and of aspect is in fact preferred:  
  
(33) a.  Wàimiàn gāngcái  xià-guo yǔ    (láizhe). 
    outside    just         fall-EXP  rain  CLOW  
    ‘It just rained a moment ago.’ 
 
 b.  Tā  {zuìjìn   / shàng ge yuè}     qù-guo gùgōng             (láizhe).  
     3SG  recently/last     CL month  go-EXP imperial.palace  CLOW 
    ‘She went to the imperial palace recently/ a month ago.’ 
 
This shows that the temporal interpretation of the event is based on the TP-internal material, a 
fact confirmed by the optionality of láizhe in (33a-b). Also note that “recent past” is a flexible 
notion and not limited to adverbs such as gāngcái ‘a moment ago’ and zuìjìn ‘recently’; instead, 
what counts as “recent past” also depends on the speaker’s judgement of the immediacy of the 
event at hand, as witnessed by the acceptability of ‘last month’ in (33b) (cf. Song Yuzhu 1981: 
272). 
  Secondly, in addition to the “recent past” feature, láizhe asserts that the event has taken 
place (cf. Song Yuzhu 1981: 275, Lü Shuxiang 2000 [1980]: 348-349). As a result, láizhe is 
incompatible with a TP whose predicate is negated. This well-known observation from the 
literature 40 years ago was confirmed by an informal acceptability judgement test with 8 native 
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speakers (average age around 28 years) who uniformly rejected negation in láizhe sentences (cf. 
the first clause in (35) and fully accepted the assertion strengthening function of láizhe in (34):  
 
(34) A:  Nǐ    shì  bù    shì  qù kàn     diànyǐng le?       
    2SG  be   NEG  be  go watch movie      CLOW 
    You went to the movies, didn’t you? 
    (Literally: ‘Is it the case or not that you went to the movies?’) 
 
 B:  Wǒ zài  jiā     zuò  zuòyè         láizhe, méi  qù  kàn     diànyǐng. 
    1SG  at  home do   homework  CLOW  NEG  go  watch  movie 
    ‘(In fact) I did my homework at home, I didn’t go to the movies.’ 
 
(35) A:  Nǐ    shì   bù   shì  zài  jiā     zuò  zuòyè         le? 
    2SG  be   NEG  be   at   home do   homework  CLOW 
    ‘You did  your homework at home, didn’t you?’ 
 
 B:  *Wǒ  méi  zài  jiā     zuò   zuòyè       láizhe. (Wǒ  qù  kàn   -le       diànyǐng.) 
     1SG  NEG  at   home do   homework  CLOW   1SG  go  watch-PERF  movie 
     ‘(In fact) I didn’t do my homework at home. (I went to the movies.)’ 
 
In (34B), láizhe strengthens the assertion and corrects A’s wrong assumption. In (35B), the first 
clause is unacceptable, due to the conflict between negation and assertion strengthening.  
 
3.1.3. Low CP: Interim summary 
The low Cs láizhe1, le and ne1 all interact with TP-internal material and impose constraints on 
the properties of the extended verbal projection, including its aktionsart. However, they clearly 
occupy a TP-external position in the right periphery, not at the edge of vP (contra Erlewine 
(2017); cf. Victor Junnan Pan (2018) for a critical review).  
The low Cs themselves do neither encode aspect nor tense, as evidenced inter alia by their co-
occurrence with aspect markers on the verb. Instead, low Cs indicate whether the event in 
question holds at the speech time and/or whether it held before. Low Cs are overt versions of 
the (non-default) anchor, the default anchor being NOW, a moment. Low Cs thus contribute to 
the finiteness (assertability in a root context) of a sentence in the absence of aspect markers, 
which either turn the event into a state (able to be true at a moment) or indicate a temporal 
precedence relation (as in the case of -le). The temporal interpretation of a sentence results from 
the interaction between the properties of the TP-internal predicate (bare or not bare, state or 
non-state), on the one hand, and the precise nature of (the stative intermediate reference 
situation introduced by) the low C. 
 
3.1.4. Short digression on Biberauer’s “FOFC compliant” analysis of low C 
“As already noted in chapter 2, particle-containing structures superficially seem to be able to 
violate the Final-over-Final Condition (FOFC) rather readily. While V-O Aux structures 
containing inflecting auxiliaries of the kind found in Germanic, Hungarian, Basque, and many 
other languages appear to be ruled out, V-O-Aux structures where Aux does not inflect do not 
seem to be subject to the same condition. The examples in (1) illustrate: 
[Her examples (1b) and (1c) are from Cappadocian Greek and Bagirmi, respectively. WP] 
(1a)  Ta   chi-le        fan   le1     [attributed to Paul 2014: 86; change of my gloss+ analysis  
     3SG eat-PERF food PERF      of le as low C to PERF addressed in endnote 1 on p. 365; 
  ‘He has eaten.’                        omission of my note 16 re difference -le vs low C le; WP] 
  (Biberauer 2017: 187, emphasis mine) 
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Biberauer’s (2017) attempt to come up with a FOFC compliant analysis of Chinese SFPs is 
completely ad hoc and is in plain contradiction with all we know about Chinese syntax. Low 
Cs e.g. are declared to be “noninflecting Aux” (p. 187, 196), thus escaping any generalizations 
with respect to word order generalizations. Biberauer (2017: 200) invokes here “Greenberg’s 
original intuition regarding the “otherness” of uninflected auxiliaries” which is the reason why 
he systematically excluded them (p. 187)). Biberauer (2017: 188) then  mentions Dryer (1992: 
99) where tense/aspect particles are object patterners, not verb patterners. Finally, the low C le 
is glossed as PERF, i.e. on a par with the perfective aspect suffix –le. 
Besides the lack of a convincing story whether/how these two alleged instances of PERF differ 
and how they are computed, the data provided clearly contradict PERF status for the low C le, 
which scopes over the entire TP, negation included (contra Erlewine 2017): 
 
(36) [CPlow[TP Tā  zài        xiūxi]  le]    (= (28a) above) 
               3SG PROGR  rest    CLOW 
  ‘He's having a rest (now).’ [so you'd better be quiet].’ 
 
(37) [ClowP[TopP  Nà       [Top’[TP wǒ jiù   bù  děng tā ] le ]]]  (= (26) above) 
         in.that.case      1SG then  NEG wait  3SG CLOW 
  ‘In that case I will no longer wait for him.’ 
 
Even if low Cs were uninflected Aux, they would need to be assigned a position in the sentence 
hierarchy. No way to have them dangling freely as a kind of “extra-metrical” element.  
 
 
3.2. SFPs realizing ForceP, the second layer in the 3-layered split CP 
3.2.1. The yes/no question Force head ma2 
The SFP ma2 indicating the yes/no question status of a sentence (cf. (26b)) was the first SFP to 
be analysed as a complementiser (cf. Lee Hun-tak Thomas 1986, Tang Ting-chi 1989: 540): 
 
(38) a. Tā  huì  shuō  zhōngwén. 
   3SG can  speak Chinese  
   ‘He can speak Chinese.’ 
 
 b. [CPforce [TP Tā  huì  shuō  zhōngwén] ma ]? 
          3SG can  speak  Chinese   FORCE 
   ‘Can he speak Chinese?’ 
 
Since ma turns a declarative sentence into a yes/no question, it must have scope over the entire 
sentence, whence the analysis of ma as a C-head taking a clausal complement (TP or ClowP, 
cf. (40) below). The complement status of TP and the head status of ma are confirmed by the 
fact that ma imposes selectional restrictions: it can only select a non-interrogative TP and is 
therefore incompatible with wh-questions (cf. (39a)) and TP-internal yes/no questions in the  
‘A-bù ‘not’-A’ form (cf. (39b)). Being a Force head, ma must follow low Cs such as le and ne1: 
 

(39) a.   [TP Shéi  wèn-le   tā ] (*ma)?   
       who  ask -PERF 3SG  FORCE 
    ‘Who asked him?’ 
 
 b .  [TP  Tā  dǒng     bù  dǒng     wèntí  ]  (*ma)? 
       3SG understand NEG understand problem  FORCE 
    ‘Does he understand the problem?’ 
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(40a) [ForceP[ClowP[TP Tā  bù   chōu  yān    ] le  ]  ma]? 
           3SG NEG  inhale cigarette  CLOW  FORCE 
 ‘Does he no longer smoke?’ 
[compare with Biberauer’s version 2017: 272: (121a): 
     Tā       bù    chōuyān  le   ma?       
    she/he  NEG smoke     PERF   Q 
    ‘Does he/she no longer smoke?’    (Paul 2015: 264) ] 
 
(40b) [ForceP[ClowP[TP Tā   hái  méi  zǒu ] ne1  ]   ma] ?! 
           3SG still NEG leave CLOW  FORCE 
 ‘Hasn’t he left yet?!’ 
 
3.2.2. The Force head baQconfirmation: confirmation request or conjecture 
A yes/no question with baQconfirmation is not neutral, but implies the speaker’s expectation to 
receive a positive answer to her/his request: 
 
(41) Jīntiān xīngqīsān   ba?               (Zhu Dexi 1982 : 211) 
 today  Wednesday  FORCE 
 ‘It is Wednesday today, correct?’ 
 
(42) Nǐ  xiànzài  míngbái   le    ba  ?      (Yang-Drocourt 2007: 312) 
 2SG now    understand CLOW  FORCE 
 ‘You understand now, don’t you?’ 
 
Requesting confirmation, baQconfirmation is incompatible with wh questions and yes/no question 
in the ‘A-not-A’ form, both being genuine information seeking questions. 
 
(43) a.  * Shéi  míngbái   ba? 
     who  understand FORCE 
 
 b.   * Nǐ  míngbái   bù  míngbái   ba? 
      2SG understand NEG understand FORCE 
 
While (44a) with ma is a genuine information request, this is not the case for (44b) where a 
positive answer is expected. Accordingly, only baQconfirmation, but not ma is compatible with 
adverbs such as dàgài ‘probably’, yěxǔ ‘perhaps’, shuōbùdìng ‘possibly, perhaps’: 
 
(44) a.  Zhèi zuò fángzi shì  [xīn  gài  de]  ma?    Lü Shuxiang (2000: 57) 
    this  CL  house  be   new build SUB  FORCE 
    ‘Is this house a new one? 
 
 b.  Zhèi zuò fángzi shì  [xīn  gài  de ]  ba ? 
    this  CL  house  be   new build SUB  FORCE 
    ‘This house is a new one, I guess?’ 
 
(45) a.  [ Tā   dàgài    yǐjīng   zǒu  -le  ] ba   /*ma? 
    3SG  probably already  leave-PERF FORCE/ FORCE  
     ‘She has already left, I guess?’ 
 
 b.  [Xiànzài  shuōbùdìng  jìngguò-le   shí’èr  diǎn]   le    {ba   /*ma}? 
    now    perhaps    pass   -PERF 12    o’clock CLOW    FORCE/ FORCE 
    ‘It might very well be past twelve o’clock now?’ 
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Being a Force head, ba occurs above low Cs such as le and ne1: 
 
(46) a. [ForceP[ClowP[TP Sānshí  nián  qián  hái  méi yǒu   shǔbiāo] ne1 ]    ba]. 
             30         year  ago   still NEG exist mouse    CLOW   FORCE  
   ‘Thirty years ago there probably didn’t exist any computer mice yet.’ 
   (Paul &Pan 2017 : 67, (50)) 
 
   b. [ForceP[ClowP[TP Èrshí nián qián  fāmíng-le     shǔbiāo] {le      /*ne1 }]  ba]. 
               20     year ago    invent -PERF mouse     CLOW/  CLOW  FORCE  
     ‘Twenty years ago they had probably invented the computer mouse.’ 
 
(46a) is read in a low contour, in accordance with ba expressing a conjecture rather than asking 
for a confirmation. The default stress lies on sānshí nián qián ‘30 years ago’, but stressing méi 
yǒu ‘not exist’ or even shǔbiāo ‘mouse’ might also be possible. The analysis of ne as a low C 
here is confirmed by its unacceptability in (46b) with the telic predicate fāmíng-le ‘have 
invented’, given that ne requires atelic predicates in its TP-complement.  
 
3.2.3. The Force head baIMP: advice or suggestion 
The SFP baIMP is called “advisative” by Chao Yuen Ren (1968: 807) because of its “softening” 
effect. Accordingly, an imperative containing baIMP is understood as less harsh an order than 
the corresponding imperative sentence without baIMP (also cf. Hu Mingyang 1981: 416): 
 
(47) a.  [[Kuài  diǎnr  zǒu] ba]!                (Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 807) 
     quick  a.bit  go   FORCE 
    ‘Better hurry up and go!’ 
 
 b.  [[[Bié  chàng] le  ]  ba    ]!             (Hu Mingyang 1981: 416) 
      NEG  sing   CLOW  FORCE 
    ‘Better stop singing.’ 
 
Again, the rigid ordering with respect to the low C le (cf. (37b) above) and the Attitude head 
ou (expressing impatience) confirms the status of baIMP as a Force head in the second CP-layer: 
 
(48) Zǒu  b’ou     [= ba         + ou]     (Zhu Dexi 1982: 208) 
 go   SFP(fusion)   FORCE+ATT. 
 ‘You better go!’ 
 
Finally, (49) below illustrates the role the semantic (in)compatibility plays, in addition to the 
hierarchy in the split CP. While the order ‘low C > Force’ in itself is correct, the sentence is 
ruled out for semantic reasons: an event in the future, whence neither holding in the past nor 
ongoing in the present is incompatible with the low C ne1, while this type of event is fine for 
the imperative advisative ba. This conflict leads to an unacceptable sentence: 
 
(49) *[ForceP [ClowP [TP Wǒmen  qù  diànyǐngyuàn kàn    diànyǐng] ne  ]    ba]! 
                       1PL        go   movie.theatre watch movie     CLOW  FORCE 
 
This semantic incompatibility is a very robust phenomenon confirmed by all of the eighteen 
native speaker participants, who stated they could not assemble a correct sentence by using all 
of the lexical items provided, as required in this sentence assembly task.  
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3.2.4. ForceP: interim summary 
The observations in this section, mainly based on widely used grammars and grammar manuals,  
argue in favour of Force heads as selecting heads, whose complement (TP or ClowP) is subject 
to selectional restrictions. This straightforwardly invalidates Li Boya’s (2006: 171) claim that 
the clause-typing heads always remain covert in Mandarin and Cantonese (whereas they may 
be realized overtly in Wenzhou). Given the semantically transparent and extremely well-
documented yes/no question Force head ma2 this is a very surprising statement. In particular, 
Li Boya (2006: 64-65) doesn’t see that there are two SFPs ma, the yes/no question Force head 
ma2 and the Attitude head ma3 (cf. section 3 immediately below), despite the well-established 
difference between the two (cf. a.o. Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 801). Both del Gobbo et al. (2015) 
and Bailey (2015) adopt Li Boya’s (2006) incorrect claim that Chinese has no SFPs realizing 
Force such as imperative and interrogation. While Del Gobbo et al. (2015: 378) see this as a 
parallel with  sentential particles in Romance, Bailey (2015: 420) considers it a general 
characteristic of final question particles in VO languages that they are in fact markers of 
“something other than interrogative force”. 
 
3.2.5. The yes/no question Force head ma and the FOFC 
Biberauer’s (2017: 2010) claim is that “Q-particles” such as ma2 do not realize C-heads: 
“As table 9.1 shows [position of polar question particle in relation to VO/OV; WP], V-O-Q is 
the most commonly attested pattern in the 312-language sample extracted from WALS,26 being 
significantly more common than the reverse disharmonic [sic!] order. We seem, then, to have 
an empirical scenario within which V-O-C is never attested where C is a subordinating 
complementizer, but within which it is extremely common where C is a Q-particle. Given the 
robustness of the former gap (Dryer 2009b), more detailed consideration of the formal 
properties distinguishing complementizers and Q-particles seems warranted (pace Paul 2014, 
2015, Pan and Paul 2017).”  
In addition, sentence-final Q-particles are declared “optional”, based on BHR (2014): “In a 
survey of about 80 VO languages with final question particles, Bailey (2010, 2012) observed 
that these particles are very often optional (this is true of Mandarin ne and ma, for example). 
Presumably this is possible because the question force is signaled by some other means, such 
as intonation.” Biberauer, Holmberg and Roberts (BHR) (2014: 200-201) [emphasis added] 
Evidence is provided below showing that ma is as “optional” or “obligatory” as English 
subject-aux-inversion (SAI) (cf. Pan &Paul 2016). (N.B. Ne3 realizes the discourse-related 
AttitudeP, not a wh-question typing particle (pace Lisa L.-S. Cheng 1991).  
  It is well-known that in Chinese, yes/no questions can be formed by a rising intonation 
alone, illustrated in (40b) (cf. among others Chao 1968: 41, 801; Lu Jianming 1985: 236): 
 
(50a) Tā   zài Beǐjīng gōngzuò. 
 3SG  at  Beijing  work  
 ‘He works in Beijing.’ 
 
(50b) Tā   zài Beǐjīng  gōngzuò ↑  ? 
 3SG at   Beijing  work 
 ‘Does he work in Beijing?’ 
 
However, there exist quite a few syntactic contexts in Chinese where the option of exclusively 
using intonation to encode a yes/no question is excluded. 
 In “tag” questions with bù shì ma ‘NEG be FORCE’ = ‘isn’t it the case?’, the SFP ma is 
obligatory and cannot be “replaced” by a rising intonation. 
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(51) Nǐ   zài  Beǐjīng  gōngzuò,  bú   shì    *(ma)   ? 
 2SG  at      Beijing   work        not   be    FORCE 
 ‘You work in Beijing, don’t you?’ 
 (Lit.: ‘You work in Beijing, isn’t it so/the case?’) 
 
Similarly, in the presence of wh-indefinite construals ‘something, someone’, a yes/no question 
requires the presence of ma, because otherwise the sentence - due to the rising intonation - is 
analysed as a wh question (cf. Victor Junnan Pan 2011: chapter 5): 
 
(52a) Nǐ  xiǎng chī  diǎn  shénme↑ ?    
 2SG  want  eat  a.bit  what 
 ‘What do you want to eat?’ 
 
(52b) Nǐ   xiǎng chī diǎn shénme  ma ? 
 2SG  want  eat a.bit what      FORCE 
 ‘Do you want to eat a little something?’ 
 
(52c) Ta   pà   shéi huì  dǎ   ta↑ ?    
 3SG fear who  will beat 3SG 
 ‘Who does he fear will beat him?’ 
 
(52d) Ta   pà  shéi  huì  dǎ   ta    ma ? 
 3SG fear who  will  beat 3SG  FORCE 
 ‘Is he afraid that someone will beat him?’ 
 
In this respect, Chinese is on a par with English, where a yes/no question can be either formed 
by subject-auxiliary inversion (SAI) or by a rising intonation. Evidently, this does not imply 
that these two types are equivalent or that the existence of rising intonation renders SAI 
“optional” in the sense that it is not SAI that contributes the question interpretation. Quite on 
the contrary, Gunlogson (2001) provides extensive evidence to show that questions formed by 
rising intonation (her “rising declaratives”) (cf. 53a) are clearly different from SAI questions 
(cf. 43b) and share properties with declarative sentences (her “falling declaratives”).  
 
(53a)  It’s raining?  
(53b)  Is it raining? 
 
More precisely, “rising and falling declaratives share an aspect of conventional meaning 
attributable to their declarative form”, and “…[the] declarative form (in contrast to 
interrogative) expresses commitment to the propositional content of the declarative”. 
Accordingly, rising declaratives are not inherently questioning (Gunlogson 2001:v-vi). 
Negative Polarity Items, for example, are licensed in SAI only, not in yes/no questions formed 
by rising intonation: 
 
(54a)  * You saw anyone↑? 
(54b) Did you see anyone? 
 
Furthermore, on a par with “tag” questions in Chinese (bù shì *(ma) ? ‘NEG be FORCE’, cf. 
(51) above), English tag questions cannot be formed by a rising intonation, but require SAI: 
 
(55) You teach in Cambridge, don’t you / *you don’t ↑?      
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Finally, Ruan Lüna (2004: 23-25) and Wang & Ruan (2005:347) demonstrate the differences 
in intonation for Chinese yes/no questions with and without ma. The authors examine the 
acoustic properties of three types of sentences: (i) particle-less yes/no questions with rising 
intonation (56a); (ii) confirmation-seeking questions with the SFP ba (56b) and (iii) yes/no 
questions with the SFP ma (56c): 
 
(56a) Zhàoqìng   yào   qù    shòupiàochù  ↑ 
          Zhaoqing   will  go    ticket-booth 
          ‘Zhaoqing will go to the ticket-booth?’ 
 
(56b) Zhàoqìng   yào   qù    shòupiàochù  ba? 
         Zhaoqing   will  go    ticket-booth   BA 
           ‘Zhaoqing will go to the ticket-booth, I assume ?’ 
 
(56c)  Zhàoqìng   yào   qù    shòupiàochù  ma? 
          Zhaoqing   will  go    ticket-booth   FORCE 
          ‘Will Zhaoqing go to the ticket-booth?’ 
 
For the 23 triplets investigated, they obtain a clear contrast between the particle-less questions 
and the yes/no questions with ma. More precisely, the nucleus pitch range in intonation 
questions is significantly wider than in ma-questions. Accordingly, from an acoustic point of 
view, a ma-question cannot be analysed as an intonation question with the SFP ma simply 
added on. This acoustic evidence in combination with the different syntactic constraints 
holding for intonation questions vs ma questions demonstrates that BHR’s (2014: 201) 
scenario does not hold for ma: “Conceivably, then, the languages in question have an abstract 
head in the left periphery encoding question force, triggering question intonation in the 
languages that have it, which is optionally doubled […] by a final overt particle.”  
This is the backdrop for Biberauer’s (2017: 230) characterization of “final particles in the C-
domain”: [….] they are often optional, thus not contributing centrally to the grammaticality of 
the structures they combine with, sometimes seemingly being “secondary” to an initial 
element in the system.”  
“Optionality” as a crucial feature of the  yes/no question Force head ma is completely beyond 
the point, as it is for English SAI: in order to form a question, both are used. Ma is a bona fide 
C head encoding interrogative force, more precisely yes/no questions. It exclusively selects 
declarative TPs/low CPs and is in complementary distribution with other Force heads, such as 
the confirmation request/conjecture ba and the advisative ba. ForceP in turn is selected by 
AttitudeP, as reflected in the rigid order ‘TP < lowCP < ForceP < AttitudeP’. 
 
 
3.3. SFPs realizing Attitude Phrase 
The SFPs instantiating AttitudeP involve both speaker and hearer, via the speaker’s 
assumptions concerning the beliefs of the hearer. Again, Chinese is not unique in this respect, 
given that e.g. Japanese (cf. Endo 2007: 175–198) as well as Romance and Germanic languages 
likewise display particles in the sentence periphery encoding properties of the speaker-hearer 
interaction. Examining Romanian and West-Flemish, Haegeman and Hill (2013) postulate the 
projection DiscourseP, equivalent in function to AttitudeP in Chinese. Importantly, the 
characteristics of SFPs realizing DiscourseP established by Haegeman and Hill (2013) also hold 
for Attitude SFPs in Chinese. 

AttitudeP does not concern nor affect the truth value of the proposition at hand. This 
contrasts with the SFPs instantiating ForceP, where as we have seen baQconfirmation conveys the 
speaker’s belief that the proposition is true, and ma is a request as to the truth value of the 
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proposition (yes/no). It is correct that an SFP such as the advisative baIMP also conveys the 
speaker’s (friendly) attitude, but at the same time this SFP is linked to a particular sentence 
type, i.e. the imperative. Furthermore, its status as Force head is confirmed by its obligatorily 
preceding Attitude SFPs. Attitude SFPs are thus fundamentally distinct from both low C and 
Force heads, an observation already made by Zhu (1982: 208), although not further elaborated. 

Attitude SFPs are deictic, i.e. they are directly correlated with the speech act, but do not 
require a preceding utterance as “trigger”. Finally, Haegeman and Hill (2013) concede that it is 
difficult to determine exactly the interpretive properties of Attitude SFPs, even though their 
semantic import is clearly discernible when comparing sentences with and without them. This 
leads to another characteristic, which is the “optionality” of Attitude heads. A caveat is 
necessary here, though; if one wants to signal the discourse function associated with a particular 
Attitude SFP, then the presence of this SFP is evidently required. 
[N.B. For reasons of space, only the Attitude heads ne3, ma3  and láizhe3 are discussed here.] 
 
3.3.1. The Attitude head ne3 

Ne3 is not a “wh-question particle”, i.e. it is not a Force head indicating the sentence-type (pace 
L.-S. Lisa Cheng 1991), a well-known fact (cf. a.o. Hu Mingyang 1981: 418; Paris 1981: 389; 
Li and Thompson 1981: 305; Lin William C. 1984: 220; also cf. Pan & Paul 2016).  
Ne3 can select a non-interrogative complement and then expresses an exaggeration or conveys 
a boasting tone and is obligatory in the presence of the emphatic adverb kě ‘really’: 
 
(57) [ Tā  huì kāi fēijī   ]  ne!            (Zhu Dexi 1982: 213) 
  3SG can drive airplane ATT 
 ‘(Imagine) he can fly an airplane!’ 
 
(58) Déguó yǔyánxuéjiā kě duō *(ne)!    (Paul and Pan 2017: 55, (14)) 
 German linguist really many   ATT 
 ‘There really are a lot of German linguists!’ 
 
Ne3’s Att° status is further confirmed by Zhu’s (1982: 213) minimal pair (slightly changed) 
where ne3 alternates with bàle, another Att° having the effect of “downplaying” ‘that’s all there 
is to it’, which is exactly the opposite of the boasting tone mediated by ne3: 
 
(59) Tāmen  yào  wǔbǎi kuài  qián   ne!  Bù  shì  ge xiǎo   shùmù! 
 3SG    want 500   CL   money ATT  NEG be  CL small  sum 
 ‘They want (as much as) 500 dollars! That’s not a small sum!’ 
 
(60) Tāmen  yào wǔbǎi kuài  qián   bàle! Méi  yǒu  shénme liǎobùqǐ! 
 3SG   want 500   CL   money ATT  NEG  have what   extraordinary 
 ‘They (only) want 500 dollars! That’s nothing extraordinary!’ 
 
When selecting a wh question (61a) or an A-not-A polar question (61b), ne3 as Att° evidently 
does not encode interrogative force, but inter alia solicits the co-speaker’s attention, rendered 
here by “listen, and you…” (cf. a.o. Wu Guo 2005; Li Boya 2006; Victor Junnan Pan 2011):  
 
(61) a. Nǐ zuì xǐhuān hē nǎ ge páizi de déguó píjiǔ (ne)? 
  2SG most like drink which CL brand SUB German beer ATT 
  ‘(Listen, and you), which brand of German beer do you like most?’ 
 
 b. Tā huì bù huì shuō bāfálìyàyǔ (ne)? 
  3SG can NEG can speak Bavarian ATT 
  ‘(And he), can he speak Bavarian?’ 
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(62) [AttP [ClowP [TP  Shànghǎi de    gōngyuán  kě       dà ] le    ]   ne ]! 
               Shanghai SUB  park          really  big  CLOW  ATT 
    ‘Shanghai’s parks are really extremely big! 
 
The semantics of ne3 and its co-occurrence with low Cs distinguishes it from the low C ne1 and 
challenges a uniform analysis of ne1 and ne3 (cf. a.o. Hu Mingyang 1981, Wu Guo 2005). 
 
3.3.2. The Attitude head ma3  
The Attitude head ma (henceforth maAtt) implies that the speaker presupposes the hearer not to 
be up to date and provides a correction of the hearer’s belief, conveying something like ‘this is 
self-evident’, ‘you should know’ (cf. Chao Yuen Ren’s 1968: 801 term “dogmatic assertion”): 
 
(63) Tā  bù  shì  Lǎolǐ ma?    Ràng tā  jìnlái    maAtt.               (Lü Shuxiang 2000: 375) 
 3SG NEG be  Laoli FORCE  let   3SG come.in  ATT 
 ‘Isn’t that Laoli? Let him come in. (Why do I have to tell you?)’ 
 
(64) Wǒ shuō jīntiān shì  xīngqīsān   maAtt! Nǐ  shuō bù  shì!  
 1SG say  today  be  Wednesday  ATT   2SG say  NEG be 
 ‘I say it’s Wedndesday today! You say it isn’t!’ 
 (Zhu Dexi 1982: 213) 
 
As observed by Chao (1968: 801). the Force had ma2 is associated with a fairly high intonation 
ending in a slight drawl, while the Attitude head ma3 is always short. The Attitude head maAtt 
is thus clearly distinct from the Force head ma encoding yes/no questions, as generally 
acknowledged in the literature (cf. a.o. Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 800–801, Zhu Dexi 1982: 211–
213, Lü Shuxiang 2000: 375–376) and nicely illustrated by (48) with both SFPs in successive 
sentences. This invalidates Li Boya (2006: 64–65) who postulates a single ma “mark[ing] a 
high degree of the strength of the assertive or directive force”. 
 
3.3.3. The Attitude head láizhe3 

As shown by Pan (2019: 109), in addition to láizhe1 ‘recent past’, there is also an Att° láizhe: 
 
(65) [AttP [TP  Tāmen liǎ    shénme shíhou jié   hūn    ]      láizhe] ?  (Pan 2019a: 109, (40a); 
       3PL      two  what     time     join marriage   ATT                  bracketing simplified) 
 ‘By the way, when will they get married?’  
 
While Pan (2019: 109) renders this láizhe3 as ‘by the way’, the paraphrase as ‘What did you 
say’ or ‘What was + sentence’ is chosen here, indicating that the speaker no longer exactly 
recalls the sentence or her/his prior knowledge. Because láizhe3 occurs in questions, i.e. 
involves either a real or an imaginary hearer (in self-directed question or musing, cf. (68)). This 
interlocutive láizhe3 is different from the low C láizhe1; (66) is not a question concerning 
somebody’s family name in the past. The latter requires a temporal adverb such as yǐqián 
‘before, earlier’ (67) with an optional low C láizhe1.  
 
(66) [Nǐ  xìng shénme] láizhe?      (Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 810) 
 2SG  call  what        ATT 
 ‘What (did you just say) is your family name?’ 
 ‘What was your family name?’ (I forgot.) 
  (NOT: What was your family name before?’) 
 
(67) [Wǒ  yǐqián  xìng  Zhāng]  (láizhe),  xiànzài  xìng  Bāo. 
  1SG   before  call  Zhang     CLOW      now      call    Bao 
 ‘My family name used to be Zhang, now it’s Bao.’ 
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 Importantly, being an Attitude head, the interlocutive láizhe3 can co-occur with, i.e. 
follow the low C le, something completely excluded for the low C ‘recent past’ láizhe1):  
 
(68) [AttP [CLOWP [TP Xiǎo Wáng qù nǎr      mǎi cài          ]  le     ]  láizhe]?  
                       Xiao Wang go where buy vegetables CLOW   ATT  
 Wǒ  xiǎng-bù-  qǐlái  le. 
 1SG  think-NEG-rise   CLOW 
 ‘Where was it/did you say that Xiao Wang went buying groceries?  
   I (simply) cannot recall.’ 
 
 
3.4. Wrap-up 
SFPs qua C-heads are construed with the entire clause, leading to a transparent 
syntax/semantics mapping. They are projecting and selecting heads, as evidenced by the strict 
relative order (known since Zhu Dexi 1982): low C as (non-default) anchor precede Force heads 
encoding sentence type (imperative, interrogative), which in turn precede Attitude heads 
expressing speaker/hearer related information. SFPs of the same class are mutually exclusive. 

Given that the properties of each SFP, the sentence meaning itself, the sentence intonation 
and the context all contribute to the interpretation obtained, it is not always easy to pin down 
the meaning component provided by the SFP itself. Besides, the use of SFPs, especially those 
realizing AttitudeP, is also subject to individual and regional differences which still remain to 
be elucidated. (In general, Northern speakers seem to use SFPs more frequently than Southern 
speakers.) These caveats notwithstanding, it is evident that SFPs qua C-heads are an integral 
part of the syntax and as such subject to syntactic constraints, the most visible being the 
hierarchy of the different projections reflected in their rigid order. 
 
 
4. Non-root Cs 
Recall that Biberauer (2017: 222) challenges the C-status of sentence-final “question particles” 
in root sentences such as the yes/no question Force head ma by the alleged non-existence of the 
configuration ‘V O C’ for “real”, i.e. subordinating Cs: “[…] final Q-particles do not appear to 
be subordinators (i.e., complementizers). In many languages, this is clearly signaled by the 
presence of one or more initial complementizers , which surface in the expected initial position; 
in others, the interpretive contribution suggests a noncomplementizer element.” 
While the C status of Chinese SFPs is robust, the existence of Cs in non-root contexts comes in 
handy. Because no “FOFC-compliant” way (however far-fetched it may be) seems to exist here, 
especially if the CP in question is in turn selected by a higher head. 
  First, unlike the matrix-only yes/no question C ma in Mandarin, the yes/no question C hū 
in Late Archaic Chinese (5th – 3rd c.BC) occurs in both root (70a) and non-root contexts (70b), 
against the backdrop of a full-fledged three-layered CP (70c) (cf. Djamouri & Paul 2019): 
 
(70a) 魯可取乎? 對曰不可。   (Zuozhuan 左傳, Min 1 閔公元年; 4th c. BC) 
  [CP [TP Lǔ kě   qǔ ] hū    ]?  Duì-yuē  bù     kĕ. 
             Lu can take FORCE   answer   NEG  can 
  ‘Can Lu be annexed? He answered: No, it cannot.’ 
 
(70b) 不知天棄魯乎   (Shiji 史記, Lu Zhou Gong shijia 魯周公世家; 1st c. BC) 
 Bù    zhī     [ForceP [TP tiān       qì           Lǔ]  hū       ] 
 NEG  know                 heaven abandon Lu   FORCE 
 ‘I do not know whether Heaven has abandoned Lu.’ 
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(70c) 我王者也乎哉！  (Guoyu 國語, Jinyu 6 晉語六; 5th c.–3rd c. BC) 
 [AttitudeP [ForceP [lowCP[TP Wǒ wáng-zhě  ] yě     ] hū     ] zāi]!   
                                    1PL  king -NOM   Clow   FORCE ATT 
 ‘How come (that you wrongly assume) we might retain the kingship!’ 
 
The low C yě is obligatory in equational sentences with a nominal predicate; elsewhere it 
strengthens the assertion made in the TP. Zāi as Attitude head expresses astonishment. 
   Second, Mandarin Chinese also features exclusively non-root Cs: de in the propositional 
assertion (cf. Paul & Whitman 2008), homophonous with and distinct from de on the head-
initial D-spine (cf. Paul 2017), and dehuà in conditional clauses (cf. Paul 2014, Paul 2015):  
  In the propositional assertion construction (cf. Paul and Whitman 2008), the copula shì 
‘be’ selects a complement headed by the [-root] C de, which in turn selects a non-finite TP. 
This construction is used to strengthen the assertion of the sentence as a whole: 
 
(71a) Wǒi shì  [CP(-root)[ ti  cónglái  bù   chōu  yān  ]  de] 
 1SG be           ever    NEG  inhale smoke C(-root)  
 ‘(It is the case that) I have never smoked.’ 
 
(71b) Tāi shì [CP(-root)[ ti  yīdìng   huì  [PP  duì    nǐ]  hǎo   yī bèizi   ]  de  ] 
 3SG be         certainly  will     towards 2SG good  1  generation C(-root) 
 ‘(It is the case that) he will certainly be good to you for an entire lifetime.’ 
         (= example [C] from Li, Thompson, and Zhang 1998: 94; bracketing supplied) 
 
(71c) [TopP[DP Zhèi ge dōngxī] [TP  tāi  shì  [CP(-root)[ ti  yīnggāi bān   -de -dòng  tDP] de ]]] 
       this  CL thing      3SG be         ought   remove-able-move   C(-root) 
 ‘This thing, he should indeed be able to move it.’ 
 
The non-finite character of the TP selected by the non-root C de is evidenced by the obligatory 
raising of the subject to the matrix subject position, i.e. preceding the copula shì. Furthermore, 
topicalization of a phrase from the non-root CP in the propositional assertion construction is 
possible as well (cf. [105], [106]). This clearly contrasts with the non-extractability from a 
relative clause (cf. [107b]), irrespective of the presence or absence of the NP-complement of 
de, here rén ‘person’  
 
(72) [TopP[PP Duì    nǐ ] [TP tā  shì [CP(-root)[yīdìng   huì  tPP  hǎo   yī bèizi   ] de  ]]]. 
      towards  2SG   3SG be      certainly will   be.good   1 generation C(-root) 
 ‘(It is the case that) he will certainly be good to you for an entire lifetime.’ 
 
(73) a. Tā  hèn [DP [TP Øi  [PP  duì     nǐ ] huì  hǎo    yī bèizi  ] de  ( réni)] 
   3SG hate          towards  2SG will be.good  1  lifetime  SUB person 
   ‘He hates {people/those} who will be good to you for an entire lifetime.’ 
 
 b. * [TopP[PP  Duì    nǐ] [TP tā  hèn [DP[TP Øi huì  tPP hăo   yī bèizi  de  ] (rén)]]] 
          towards  2SG  3SG hate       will   be.good 1-lifetime SUB  person 
   (*‘[To you]i, he hates {people/those} who will be good ti an entire lifetime.’) 
 
Once we acknowledge that de in the propositional assertion construction heads the complement 
embedded under the matrix verb, we can account for the co-occurrence of this non-root C de 
with a low root C (e.g. le) construed with the matrix clause, resulting in the order de le: 
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(74) [ClowP[TP Wèntíi  xiànzài  shì  [C(-root) ti  néng  jiějué de   ]]  le] 
       problem now    be         can   solve C(-root) CLOW 
 ‘The problem can certainly be solved now.’ 
 
(75) [ClowP[TopP [Zhèi ge dōngxī] [TP  tā  shì [C(-root) [yīnggāi bàn -de-dòng]     de ]]    le]] 
        this  CL thing     3SG be       ought  remove-able-move C(-root)   CLOW 
 ‘This thing, he should indeed be able to move it.’ 
 
The non-root C dehuà heads conditional clauses (analysed as clausal topics in Spec, TopP): 
 
(76) [ClowP[TopP[C(-root) Ākiū  jīntiān líkāi  Běijīng   dehuà]  
            Akiu  today  leave Beijing  CLOW C(-root) 
  [TP tā   hěn  kuài  jiù  yào  dào]] le ] 
     3SG very fast  then will arrive  CLOW 
 ‘If Akiu has left Beijing today, then he should be here very soon.’ 
 
Conditional clauses as clausal topics allow for an optional Top° ne. The latter is unacceptable 
in the adjoined “afterthought” construction, unlike dehuà, thus confirming dehuà’s C-status.  
 
(77a) [TopP [CP[-root] Míngtiān  xià  yǔ   dehuà     (ne)] [TP wǒ  bù   qù]]. 
          tomorrow   fall rain  (-root)C  TOP         1SG NEG go 
  ‘If it rains tomorrow, I will not go.’ 
 
(77b) [TP [TP Wǒ  bù   qù] [CP[-root] míngtiān  xià yǔ   dehuà] (*ne)]. 
            1SG NEG go             tomorrow fall rain if           TOP    
  ‘I will not go, if it rains tomorrow.’ 
 
(78) a.  [TopP Quèshí [Top’[Top° ne] [TP tā  de  nénglì shì   bǐ          wǒ qiáng]]] 
        indeed       TOP    3SG SUB ability EMP  compared.with 1SG strong 
   ‘Indeed, his abilities are greater than mine.’ 
 
 b.  [TP Tā  de   nénglì shì   bǐ          wǒ qiáng]], quèshí (*ne) 
      3SG SUB ability  EMP  compared.with 1SG strong  indeed   TOP  
 ‘His abilities are greater than mine, indeed.’ 
 
Importantly, the “afterthought” part must be adjoined to the entire sentence including an 
eventually present SFP (cf. Chao Yuen Ren 1968: 132; Lu Jianming 1980), i.e. C-head: 
 
(78) a.  [ForceP Lái  -le    ma  ],  nǐ  gēge   (*ma)?    (Lu Jianming 1980: 28) 
        come-PERF  FORCE  2SG brother  FORCE 
     ‘Has he come, your brother?’ 
 
  b.  [ForceP[TP  Nǐ   gēge   lái  -le ]   ma ]? 
           2SG brother come-PERF  FORCE  
   ‘Has your brother come?’ 
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